
 

 

Abstract—As the Korean government has provided a lot of 

support to SMEs and start-up companies, the number of people 

who support them has increased, but the failure rate is still 

high. The main factor of failure is that the market offers 

products that are not desired. In this paper, we propose a 

regional market research analytics system using public data 

and social network services. The proposed system is divided 

into recommendation, region, and job service, and the analyzed 

data is visualized as a table or a map. 

Index Terms—Recommendation System, Market Research 

Analytics, public data, Social Network Services 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ANY people are trying to start their businesses in 

various forms, from small shops that can start with 

small capital to realizing goals of "self-employment", to 

agencies, chain stores, and start-ups of large-sized 

SMEs(Small and medium-sized enterprises) [1].  

The government is making efforts to succeed in founding 

such as education for start-up, policy funds, and statistical 

data [2]. However, many people are failing due to various 

reasons such as lack of funds, cost issues, and so on (Figure 

1). It is not easy to start a business according to the statistics 

released by the Korean Government (Small and Medium 

Business Administration) [3]. The survival rate for start-up 

companies is on average 50%. In particular, the survival rate 

was the lowest in 19.5% of patients under 30’s of age. 

In this study, we intend to build a market research system 

that can extract the needs of users and provide a supply 

system for them. Then we might analyze the various public 

data provided by the government and public institutions, 

collect and analyze the blog information that users have 

posted opinions about the products. Furthermore we have 

constructed an analysis system that enables the founders to 

easily conduct market research on the customized 

entrepreneurial items. 
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II. THE PROPOSED MARKET RESEARCH ANALYTIC SYSTEM 

In this chapter, we have developed a recommendation 

service for entrepreneurial information by using public data 

in Gyeonggi province, Korea. It is divided into regional and 

occupational services. 

A. Recommendation Service 

The recommendation service for entrepreneurial 

information crawls the latest information of social network 

services including blogs, and analyzes the occurrence 

frequencies of the words in the information. This can be used 

to visualize and display entrepreneurial information tailored 

to the current trend [4-5]. 

  In order to gather data necessary for this research, we 

crawled various social network service information and blog 

data. The collection tool used to parse and crawl web data 

using the jsoup library provided by Java. It is a Java HTML 

parser that parses the necessary parts of HTML on the web 

through conditional statements. 

Data collected through blogs is hard to understand and 

analyze by computer as informal data. To support this, 

morphological analysis is performed. The execution of the 

morpheme analysis was performed using Komoran which is 

Korean morpheme analyzer API. In the results of the 

morphological analysis, the relationship between terms was 

analyzed based on the occurrence frequency of terms. 

For this purpose, the morphologically analyzed data was 

processed by writing a counter algorithm to analyze the 

occurrence frequency between words, and analyzed by 

dividing them by region, Gyeonggi Province, Korea, and rate 

of change. As shown in (Figure 3), by using the proposed 

method, not only the frequency of occurrence of the keyword 

but also the rate of change can be analyzed to understand how 

the keyword changes every week. 

B. Occupation, local service 

In this section, public data related to small businesses 

supported by Gyeonggi province were used to provide 

information on entrepreneurship for job and regional 

services. The characteristics of the public data were analyzed 

using the foodservice business, school and teaching school, 

professional and university status, bus stop information by 

region, population by age and sex, In addition, for 

visualization of information with map APIs which is 

provided google. 

 The collected public data is stored in a database, and the 

loaded data is analyzed according to the conditions of the 

region and industry to provide analysis information on the 

map. In addition, it provides a function that can recommend 
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the locations for start-up recommendation. The 

recommendation algorithm uses the distance relation with the 

institute, school, apartment, etc. in the surrounding facilities 

to grasp the floating population of the surrounding 

commercial area. In order to solve the disadvantage that the 

simple distance relation can be located in mountains and 

rivers which are not suitable for the business start position, it 

is analyzed by including the position information of the bus 

stop together, and the position. 

The recommendation algorithm is provided along with 

statistical information on the map, which is obtained by 

analyzing the occupation and the area. Recommendation 

services provide analyzed statistical information including 

personnel, age, competitors, and public facilities. 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

As interest in entrepreneurship has increased recently, 

many people consider entrepreneurship based on various 

types of items. In this study, we propose a business 

information recommendation service that can grasp current 

market situation for each business item and recommend 

business item by job and region. 

  As a result of this research, it is necessary to secure 

diversity of information by analyzing user information of 

various social network services by expanding the result of 

this study, which is limited to blog data. In addition, based on 

the collected information, it is necessary to construct a 

multi-layered entrepreneur information service by analyzing 

trend information on entrepreneurial items.  
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Fig. 1.  Statistics of the case of a venture failure 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Keyword Extraction for recommendations 
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Fig. 3.  The Statistics of Market Research Analysis 

 
Fig. 4.  The proposed Market Research Analytic System 
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